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Terrifying Freedom Fighters

You think that you can justify it, with your guns
You think that you can justify it, with your bombs
You think that you can justify it, with Islam
If you think that you can justify it, you are wrong

David killed the giant in Philistine
Holy ground where Goliath had to die

We’ll come in broad daylight
We will come from the sky
Your shadow has hidden our pride
We’re in the light and prepared to die

You think that you can liberate me, with your strikes
You think your strikes can liberate me, there’s no fight
You could not ever liberate me, I’ve no rights
I think you that you can liberate me, from your sight

Halted by the Qur’an I’ve, spared your life
Slanted by a lack of pride, I’ve changed my mind

I’ll come in broad daylight
I will come from the sky
Your shadow has hidden my pride
I’m in the light and ready to die

Allah forgive me of sin
Remove me from this bloody haze
Murder as a means to end
Remember that it works both ways

Blue white red,
In the sky,
Beautiful,
In Arab eyes

Blue white red,
A dirty rag,
Colors of,
Your bloody flag
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